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NCERT Solutions Physics Class 11th Jun 22 2022 NCERT Textbooks play the most vital role in developing student’s understanding and
knowledge about a subject and the concepts or topics covered under a particular subject. Keeping in mind this immense importance and
significance of the NCERT Textbooks in mind, Arihant has come up with a unique book containing Questions-Answers of NCERT Textbook

based questions. This book containing solutions to NCERT Textbook questions has been designed for the students studying in Class XI
following the NCERT Textbook for Physics. The present book has been divided into 15 Chapters namely Physical World, Motion in a Plane,
Laws of Motion, Work, Energy & Power, Gravitation, Thermodynamics, Kinetic Theory, Oscillations, Waves, Motion in a Straight Line, Thermal
Properties of Matter, Mechanical Properties of Solids, etc covering the syllabi of Physics for Class XI. This book has been worked out with an
aim of overall development of the students in such a way that it will help students define the way how to write the answers of the Physics
textbook based questions. The book covers selected NCERT Exemplar Problems which will help the students understand the type of questions
and answers to be expected in the Class XI Physics Examination. Also each chapter in the book begins with a summary of the chapter which will
help in effective understanding of the theme of the chapter and to make sure that the students will be able to answer all popular questions
concerned to a particular chapter whether it is Long Answer Type or Short Answer Type Question. For the overall benefit of students the book
has been designed in such a way that it not only gives solutions to all the exercises but also gives detailed explanations which will help the
students in learning the concepts and will enhance their thinking and learning abilities. As the book has been designed strictly according to the
NCERT Textbook of Physics for Class XI and contains simplified text material in the form of class room notes and answers to all the questions in
lucid language, it for sure will help the Class XI students in an effective way for Physics.
Vol 25: Electromagnetic Waves: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Feb 06 2021
Learn Electromagnetic Waves which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From
basic to advanced level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics
problems related to the chapter Electromagnetic Waves. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this
Physics eBook will really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in
Electromagnetic Waves for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series
Volume 25 This Physics eBook will cover following Topics for Electromagnetic Waves: 1. Electromagnetic Wave: General Terms 2.
Displacement Current 3. Electromagnetic Spectrum 4. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as a most systematic
approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has
been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students and continues
mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal
of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of
query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Jun 29 2020 In a diverse society, the ability to cross
communication barriers is critical to the success of any individual personally, professionally, and academically. With the constant acceleration of
course programs and technology, educators are continually being challenged to develop and implement creative methods for engaging Englishspeaking and non-English-speaking learners. Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a
vital reference source that examines the relationship between language education and technology and the potential for curriculum
enhancements through the use of mobile technologies, flipped instruction, and language-learning software. This multi-volume book is geared
toward educators, researchers, academics, linguists, and upper-level students seeking relevant research on the improvement of language
education through the use of technology.

Reconstruction of Macroeconomics: Methods of Statistical Physics, and Keynes' Principle of Effective Demand Sep 01 2020 This book
explains how standard micro-founded macroeconomics is misguided and proposes an alternative method based on statistical physics. The
Great Recession following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 2015 amply demonstrated that mainstream micro-founded
macroeconomics was in trouble. The new approach advanced in this book reasonably explains important macro-problems such as employment,
business cycles, growth, and inflation/deflation. The key concept is demand failures, which modern micro-founded macroeconomics has
ignored. “It (Chapter 3) captures analytically a good part of the intuition that underlies the Keynesian economics of people like Tobin and me.”
Robert Solow, Emeritus Institute Professor of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Nobel Laureate in Economics, 1987
“Professor Hiroshi Yoshikawa provides a unique synthesis of statistical physics and macro-economic theory in order to confront the dismal
failure in economics and in finance to understand how an economy or a financial market works, given the heterogeneous decision making of
many different individual interacting actors. Economics has failed in this regard with the naive and often misleading concept of “representative
agents.” The author presents many insights on the historical development, concepts, and errors made by the most illustrious economists in the
past. This book should be essential readings for any economics students as well as academic researchers and policy makers, who should learn
to bring back good-sense thinking in their impactful decisions.” Didier Sornette, Professor on the Chair of Entrepreneurial Risks at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich)
Handbook of Research on Innovative Technology Integration in Higher Education Apr 20 2022 Our increasingly globalized world is driven
by shared knowledge, and nowhere is that knowledge more important than in education. Now more than ever, there is a demand for technology
that will assist in the spread of knowledge through customized, self-paced, and on-demand learning. The Handbook of Research on Innovative
Technology Integration in Higher Education provides an international perspective on the need for information and communication technology in
education and training. Highlighting the use of technology in both formal and informal learning, this book is an essential reference for academics,
corporate leaders, government agencies, profit and non-profit organizations, policymakers, or anyone interested in the use of technology to
educate and share information.
Handbook on Digital Learning for K-12 Schools Aug 20 2019 This book guides the adoption, design, development and expectation of future
digital teaching and learning projects/programs in K12 schools. It provides a series of case studies and reports experiences from international
digital teaching and learning projects in K12 education. The book also furnishes advice for future school policy and investment in digital teaching
and learning projects. Finally, the book provides an explanation of the future capacity and sustainability of digital teaching and learning in K12
schools.
Reconceptualising Learning in the Digital Age Sep 20 2019 This book situates Massive Open Online Courses and open learning within a
broader educational, economic and social context. It raises questions regarding whether Massive Open Online Courses effectively address
demands to open up access to education by triggering a new education order, or merely represent reactionary and unimaginative responses to
those demands. It offers a fresh perspective on how we conceptualise learners and learning, teachers and teaching, accreditation and quality,
and how these dimensions fit within the emerging landscape of new forms of open learning.
10 Years Solved Papers for Science ISC Class 12 (2022 Exam) - Comprehensive Handbook of 10 Subjects - Yearwise Board Solutions May 21
2022
Photophysics, Photochemical and Substitution Reactions Mar 19 2022 This book represents a unique blend of topics covering photon-initiated

reactions to substitution reactions. Additionally, several fantastic chapters on the photophysics of popular dyes and their applications make the
book interesting for researchers working on photon-initiated physical and chemical processes.
Teacher Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Jan 25 2020 Educators play a significant role in the intellectual and social
development of children and young adults. Next-generation teachers can only be as strong as their own educational foundation which serves to
cultivate their knowledge of the learning process, uncover best practices in the field of education, and employ leadership abilities that will inspire
students of all ages. Teacher Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores the current state of pre-service teacher
programs as well as continuing education initiatives for in-service educators. Emphasizing the growing role of technology in teacher skill
development and training as well as key teaching methods and pedagogical developments, this multi-volume work compiles research essential
to higher education professionals and administrators, educational software developers, and researchers studying pre-service and in-service
teacher training.
Data Structures and Algorithms in C++ Sep 25 2022 An updated, innovative approach to data structures and algorithms Written by an author
team of experts in their fields, this authoritative guide demystifies even the most difficult mathematical concepts so that you can gain a clear
understanding of data structures and algorithms in C++. The unparalleled author team incorporates the object-oriented design paradigm using
C++ as the implementation language, while also providing intuition and analysis of fundamental algorithms. Offers a unique multimedia format
for learning the fundamentals of data structures and algorithms Allows you to visualize key analytic concepts, learn about the most recent
insights in the field, and do data structure design Provides clear approaches for developing programs Features a clear, easy-to-understand
writing style that breaks down even the most difficult mathematical concepts Building on the success of the first edition, this new version offers
you an innovative approach to fundamental data structures and algorithms.
Metacognition and Successful Learning Strategies in Higher Education May 29 2020 Metacognition plays an important role in numerous aspects
of higher educational learning strategies. When properly integrated in the educational system, schools are better equipped to build more efficient
and successful learning strategies for students in higher education. Metacognition and Successful Learning Strategies in Higher Education is a
detailed resource of scholarly perspectives that discusses current trends in learning assessments. Featuring extensive coverage on topics such
as spiritual intelligence strategies, literacy development, and ubiquitous learning, this is an ideal reference source for academicians, graduate
students, practitioners, and researchers who want to improve their learning strategies using metacognition studies.
Bulletin Jul 31 2020
Complexity in Biological and Physical Systems Feb 18 2022 Modeling and simulating biological and physical systems are nowadays active
branches of science. The diversity and complexity of behaviors and patterns present in the natural world have their reciprocity in life systems.
Bifurcations, solitons and fractals are some of these ubiquitous structures that can be indistinctively identified in many models with the most
diverse applications, from microtubules with an essential role in the maintenance and the shaping of cells, to the nano/microscale structure in
disordered systems determined with small-angle scattering techniques. This book collects several works in this direction, giving an overview of
some models and theories, which are useful for the study and analysis of complex biological and physical systems. It can provide a good
guidance for physicists with interest in biology, applied research scientists and postgraduate students.
Econophysics and Financial Economics Apr 27 2020 This work provides an extensive analytic comparison between models and results from
econophysics and financial economics in an accessible and common vocabulary. Unlike other publications dedicated to econophysics, it situates

this field in the evolution of financial economics by laying the foundations for common theoretical framework and models.
Sustainable Business: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Feb 24 2020 In the increasingly competitive corporate sector,
businesses must examine their current practices to ensure business success. By examining their social, financial, and environmental risks,
obligations, and opportunities, businesses can re-design their operations more effectively to ensure prosperity. Sustainable Business: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a vital reference source that explores the best practices that promote business sustainability, including
examining how economic, social, and environmental aspects are related to each other in the company’s management and performance.
Highlighting a range of topics such as lean manufacturing, sustainable business model innovation, and ethical consumerism, this multi-volume
book is ideally designed for entrepreneurs, business executives, business professionals, managers, and academics seeking current research on
sustainable business practices.
Super 10 Mock Tests for KVPY SB/ SX for Class 12 - 2nd Edition Aug 24 2022
Vol 12: Fluid Mechanics: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Jan 05 2021 Learn
Fluid Mechanics which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to
advanced level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems
related to the chapter Fluid Mechanics. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will
really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Fluid Mechanics for SAT
Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 12 This Physics eBook
will cover following Topics for Fluid Mechanics: 1. Density & Pressure 2. Pascal Law 3. Pressure due to Liquid 4. Barometer & Manometer 5.
Force & Torque due to Liquid 6. Buoyancy & Archimedes Principle 7. Accelerated Liquid - Vertical Acceleration 8. Accelerated Liquid Horizontal Acceleration 9. Accelerated Liquid - Rotating Liquid 10. Continuity Equation 11. Bernoulli Equation 12. Ventura Meter 13. Viscosity
14. Surface Tension 15. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good
numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE
Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom
coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance
problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit
www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
A Course on Large Deviations with an Introduction to Gibbs Measures Jan 17 2022 This is an introductory course on the methods of
computing asymptotics of probabilities of rare events: the theory of large deviations. The book combines large deviation theory with basic
statistical mechanics, namely Gibbs measures with their variational characterization and the phase transition of the Ising model, in a text
intended for a one semester or quarter course. The book begins with a straightforward approach to the key ideas and results of large deviation
theory in the context of independent identically distributed random variables. This includes Cramér's theorem, relative entropy, Sanov's theorem,
process level large deviations, convex duality, and change of measure arguments. Dependence is introduced through the interactions potentials
of equilibrium statistical mechanics. The phase transition of the Ising model is proved in two different ways: first in the classical way with the
Peierls argument, Dobrushin's uniqueness condition, and correlation inequalities and then a second time through the percolation approach.
Beyond the large deviations of independent variables and Gibbs measures, later parts of the book treat large deviations of Markov chains, the

Gärtner-Ellis theorem, and a large deviation theorem of Baxter and Jain that is then applied to a nonstationary process and a random walk in a
dynamical random environment. The book has been used with students from mathematics, statistics, engineering, and the sciences and has
been written for a broad audience with advanced technical training. Appendixes review basic material from analysis and probability theory and
also prove some of the technical results used in the text.
Vol 26: Ray Optics: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Mar 07 2021 Learn Ray
Optics which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to advanced level
with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems related to the
chapter Ray Optics or Geometrical Optics. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook
will really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Ray Optics OR
Geometrical Optics for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series
Volume 26 This Physics eBook will cover following Topics for Ray Optics: 1. Laws of Reflection 2. Image formation through plane mirror 3. Field
of View 4. Angle of Deviation 5. Rotation of Mirror 6. Velocity Calculation in Plane Mirror 7. No. of Image Calculation 8. Focal Length of a
Spherical Mirror 9. Mirror Formula & Magnification 10. Velocity Calculation in a Spherical Mirror 11. Longitudinal Magnification 12. Combination
of Mirrors 13. Cutting of Mirrors 14. Snell's Law 15. Variable Refractive Index 16. Real and Apparent Depth 17. Velocity Calculation in Plane
Refraction 18. Combination of Glass Slab & Mirrors 19. Lateral Shift 20. Total Internal Reflection 21. Spherical Refraction 22. Velocity
Calculation in Spherical Refraction 23. Lens Maker Formula 24. Lens Formula & Magnification 25. Combination of Lens - Far Combination 26.
Combination of Lens - Near Combination 27. Combination of Mirrors & Lens 28. Power of a lens 29. Silvering of Lens 30. Cutting of Lens 31.
Prism 32. Dispersion 33. Human Eye 34. Optical Instruments 35. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as a most
systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering
and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students and continues
mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal
of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of
query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Vol 30: Nuclei: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Oct 14 2021 Learn Nuclei which is
divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to advanced level with gradual
increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems related to the chapter Nuclei
or Nuclear Physics. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will really help you to
master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Nuclei for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade
Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 30 This Physics eBook will cover following Topics for
Nuclei or Nuclear Physics : 1. Nucleus 2. Binding Energy 3. Nuclear Stability 4. Alpha Decay 5. Beta Decay 6. Nuclear Reactions: Fission &
Fusion 7. Nuclear Reactor 8. Radioactivity: Nuclear Decay 9. Radioactivity: Activity Decay 10. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book
to present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT
Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten
thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including

ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this
journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Vol 28: Dual Nature: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School May 09 2021 Learn Dual
Nature which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to advanced level
with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems related to the
chapter Dual Nature of matter. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will really
help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Dual Nature of matter for SAT
Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 28 This Physics eBook
will cover following Topics for Dual Nature: 1. General Terms 2. Energy & Momentum 3. Photoelectric Effect 4. Photoelectric Effect Graphs 5.
No of Photos Calculations 6. Radiation Pressure 7. Millikan's Experiment 8. X-Rays 9. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to
present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT
Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten
thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including
ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this
journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Vol 23: Electromagnetic Induction: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Jul 11 2021
Learn Electromagnetic Induction which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From
basic to advanced level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics
problems related to the chapter Electromagnetic Induction (EMI). If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE
Exams, this Physics eBook will really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in
Electromagnetic Induction for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series
Volume 23 This Physics eBook will cover following Topics for Electromagnetic Induction (EMI): 1. Magnetic Flux 2. Lenz's Law 3. Faraday's Law
4. Motional EMF 5. Rail Problems 6. Rotational EMF 7. AC Generator 8. Induced Electric Field 9. Self Inductance 20. Combination of Inductors
21. Energy of Inductor 22. LR Circuits- Transient State 23. LR Circuits- Steady State 24. Mutual Inductance 25. Chapter Test The intention is to
create this book to present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has
graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has
mentored over ten thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT
institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you
would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91
7618717227
Vol 31: Semiconductors: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Aug 12 2021 Learn
Semiconductors which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to
advanced level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems
related to the chapter Semiconductors. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will

really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Semiconductors for SAT
Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 31 This Physics eBook
will cover following Topics for Semiconductors: 1. Band Theory 2. Types of Semiconductors 3. Electrical Conductivity 4. Junction Diode 5. Diode
Circuits 6. V-I Characteristics 7. Zener Diode 8. Rectifiers 9. Transistors 10. Logic Gates 11. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to
present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT
Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten
thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including
ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this
journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Vol 02: Vectors for Physics: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Nov 15 2021 Learn Vectors
for Physics which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to advanced
level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems related to
the chapter Vectors for Physics. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will really
help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Vectors for SAT Physics, AP
Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 02 This Physics eBook will cover
following Topics for Vectors: 1. Addition and Subtraction 2. Resolution of a Vector 3. Magnitude & Direction of a Vector 4. Unit Vector 5. Dot
Product 6. Cross Product 7. Direction Cosine 8. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as a most systematic
approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has
been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students and continues
mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal
of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of
query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Mobile Technologies and Applications for the Internet of Things Jul 19 2019 This book discusses and assesses the latest trends in the
interactive mobile field, and presents the outcomes of the 12th International Conference on Interactive Mobile Communication Technologies and
Learning (IMCL2018), which was held in Hamilton, Canada on October 11 and 12, 2018. Today, interactive mobile technologies are at the core
of many – if not all – fields of society. Not only does the younger generation of students expect a mobile working and learning environment, but
also the new ideas, technologies and solutions coming out practically every day are further strengthening this trend. Since its inception in 2006,
the conference has been devoted to highlighting new approaches in interactive mobile technologies with a focus on learning. The IMCL
conferences have since established themselves as a valuable forum for exchanging and discussing new research results and relevant trends, as
well as practical experience and best-practice examples. This book contains papers in the fields of: Interactive Collaborative Mobile Learning
Environments Mobile Health Care Training Game-based Learning Design of Internet of Things (IoT) Devices and Applications Assessment and
Quality in Mobile Learning. Its potential readership includes policymakers, educators and researchers in pedagogy and learning theory,
schoolteachers, the learning industry, further education lecturers, etc.
IB Physics Course Book Oct 26 2022 The most comprehensive match to the new 2014 Chemistry syllabus, this completely revised edition

gives you unrivalled support for the new concept-based approach, the Nature of science. The only DP Chemistry resource that includes support
directly from the IB, focused exam practice, TOK links and real-life applications drive achievement.
Educational Leadership and Administration: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Dec 24 2019 The delivery of quality education to
students relies heavily on the actions of an institution’s administrative staff. Effective leadership strategies allow for the continued progress of
modern educational initiatives. Educational Leadership and Administration: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications provides
comprehensive research perspectives on the multi-faceted issues of leadership and administration considerations within the education sector.
Emphasizing theoretical frameworks, emerging strategic initiatives, and future outlooks, this publication is an ideal reference source for
educators, professionals, school administrators, researchers, and practitioners in the field of education.
Vol 24: Alternating Current: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Apr 08 2021 Learn
Alternating Current which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to
advanced level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems
related to the chapter Alternating Current (AC). If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics
eBook will really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Alternating Current
for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 24 This Physics
eBook will cover following Topics for Alternating Current: 1. Average & RMS Value 2. Pure Resistive Circuits 3. Pure Capacitive Circuits 4. Pure
Inductive Circuits 5. LR AC Circuits 6. RC AC Circuits 7. LCR Series AC Circuits 8. LCR Parallel AC Circuits 9. Power in AC Circuits 10.
Resonance & Quality Factor 11. AC Transformer 12. LC Oscillations 13. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as
a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil
Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students
and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100.
The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning
physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
A Course in Rasch Measurement Theory Mar 27 2020 This book applies Rasch measurement theory to the fields of education, psychology,
sociology, marketing and health outcomes in order to measure various social constructs. The chief focus is on first principles of both the theory
and its applications. Because software is readily available to carry out analyses of real data, numerous small examples are provided in the book.
The software used in these examples, and which is helpful in working through the text, is RUMM2030 (Rasch unidimensional models for
measurement). The book’s main goals are to equip researchers with the confidence they need in order to be in control of the analysis and
interpretation of data, and to make professional rather than primarily statistical decisions mechanically. Because statistical principles are
necessarily involved, reviews of the requisite statistics are provided in the Appendix. The content is based on courses that have been taught
both online and in intensive form for over two decades. Although first principles are emphasised, much of the book is based on research
conducted by the two authors and their colleagues.
Vol 21: Magnetic Effects of Current: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Dec 04 2020 Learn
Magnetic Effects of Current which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic
to advanced level with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics

problems related to the chapter Magnetic Effects of Current. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this
Physics eBook will really help you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Magnetic
Effects of Current for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume
21 This Physics eBook will cover following Topics for Magnetic Effects of Current: 1. Magnetic Field due to Straight Current Wire 2. Magnetic
Field due to Circular Current Wire 3. Magnetic Field on the axis of a Current Wire 4. Ampere's Law 5. Cavity based Problem 6. Magnetic Force
on a Moving Charge 7. Magnetic Force on a Current Wire 8. Rail Problems 9. Magnetic Moment 10. Torque on a Current Wire 11. Motion of
Charge Particle in B & E 12. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a
good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for
JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom
coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance
problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit
www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
ECEL2015-14th European Conference on e-Learning, Jun 17 2019 These Proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 14th European
Conference on e-Learning, ECEL 2015, hosted this year by the University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK on 29-30 October 2015. The
Conference and Programme Co-Chairs are Pro-fessor Amanda Jefferies and Dr Marija Cubric, both from the University of Hertfordshire. The
conference will be opened with a keynote address by Professor Patrick McAndrew, Director, Institute of Educational Tech-nology, Open
University, UK with a talk on "Innovating for learning: designing for the future of education." On the second day the keynote will be delivered by
Professor John Traxler, University of Wolverhampton, UK on the subject of "Mobile Learning - No Longer Just e-Learning with Mobiles." ECEL
provides a valuable platform for individuals to present their research findings, display their work in progress and discuss conceptual advances in
many different branches of e-Learning. At the same time, it provides an important opportunity for members of the EL community to come
together with peers, share knowledge and exchange ideas. With an initial submission of 169 abstracts, after the double blind, peer review
process there are 86 academic papers,16 Phd Papers, 5 Work in Progress papers and 1 non academic papers in these Conference
Proceedings. These papers reflect the truly global nature of research in the area with contributions from Algeria, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Botswana, Canada, Chile, Cov-entry, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, England, Estonia, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Kazakhstan, New
Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Portugal, Republic of Kazakhstan, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Singapore, South Africa, Sweden, the
Czech Republic, Turkey, Uganda, UK, United Arab Emirates, UK and USA, Zimbabwe. A selection of papers - those agreed by a panel of
reviewers and the editor will be published in a special conference edition of the EJEL (Electronic Journal of e-Learning www.ejel.org ).
Active Learning: Theoretical Perspectives, Empirical Studies and Design Profiles Oct 02 2020 This book represents the emerging efforts
of a growing international network of researchers and practitioners to promote the development and uptake of evidence-based pedagogies in
higher education, at something a level approaching large-scale impact. By offering a communication venue that attracts and enhances much
needed partnerships among practitioners and researchers in pedagogical innovation, we aim to change the conversation and focus on how we
work and learn together – i.e. extending the implementation and knowledge of co–design methods. In this first edition of our Research Topic on
Active Learning, we highlight two (of the three) types of publications we wish to promote. First are studies aimed at understanding the
pedagogical designs developed by practitioners in their own practices by bringing to bear the theoretical lenses developed and tested in the

education research community. These types of studies constitute the "practice pull" that we see as a necessary counterbalance to "knowledge
push" in a more productive pedagogical innovation ecosystem based on research-practitioner partnerships. Second are studies empirically
examining the implementations of evidence-based designs in naturalistic settings and under naturalistic conditions. Interestingly, the teams
conducting these studies are already exemplars of partnerships between researchers and practitioners who are uniquely positioned as “inbetweens” straddling the two worlds. As a result, these publications represent both the rigours of research and the pragmatism of reflective
practice. In forthcoming editions, we will add to this collection a third type of publication -- design profiles. These will present practitionerdeveloped pedagogical designs at varying levels of abstraction to be held to scrutiny amongst practitioners, instructional designers and
researchers alike. We hope by bringing these types of studies together in an open access format that we may contribute to the development of
new forms of practitioner-researcher interactions that promote co-design in pedagogical innovation.
Vol 20: Current Electricity: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Jun 10 2021 Learn Current
Electricity which is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to advanced level
with gradual increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems related to the
chapter Current Electricity. If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will really help
you to master this chapter completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Current Electricity for SAT Physics, AP
Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 20 This Physics eBook will cover
following Topics for Current Electricity: 1. Electric Current 2. Drift Velocity 3. Resistance and Resistivity 4. Temperature Dependence of
Resistance 5. Combination of Resistors 6. Complex Resistor Networks 7. Color Band of Resistor 8. Simple Circuits 9. Kirchhoff's Law & Cells
10. EMF, Terminal Voltage & Internal Resistance 11. Electrical Power & Rating 12. Heating Effect of Current 13. RC Circuits - Transient State
14. RC Circuits - Steady State 15. Electrical Instruments - Basics 16. Electrical Instruments - Ammeter 17. Electrical Instruments - Voltmeter 18.
Electrical Instruments - Meter Bridge 19. Electrical Instruments - Potentiometer 20. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present
physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in
Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand
students and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in
top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of
learning physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Vol 17: Waves: Adaptive Problems Book in Physics (with Detailed Solutions) for College & High School Sep 13 2021 Learn Waves which
is divided into various sub topics. Each topic has plenty of problems in an adaptive difficulty wise. From basic to advanced level with gradual
increment in the level of difficulty. The set of problems on any topic almost covers all varieties of physics problems related to the chapter Waves.
If you are preparing for IIT JEE Mains and Advanced or NEET or CBSE Exams, this Physics eBook will really help you to master this chapter
completely in all aspects. It is a Collection of Adaptive Physics Problems in Waves for SAT Physics, AP Physics, 11 Grade Physics, IIT JEE
Mains and Advanced , NEET & Olympiad Level Book Series Volume 17 This Physics eBook will cover following Topics for Waves: 1. Basics of
Waves Terms Wavelength, Time period & Velocity 2. String Wave Equation 3. String Wave Velocity 4. Energy & Power of a String Wave 5.
Reflection of a Wave 6. Interference & intensity 7. Sound Wave Equation 8. Sound Wave Velocity 9. Energy, Power & Intensity of a Sound
Wave 10. Standing Waves 11. Application of Standing Waves: Sonometer Wire & Organ Pipe 12. Loudness & Intensity 13. Beats 14. Doppler's

Effect 15. Chapter Test The intention is to create this book to present physics as a most systematic approach to develop a good numerical
solving skill. About Author Satyam Sir has graduated from IIT Kharagpur in Civil Engineering and has been teaching Physics for JEE Mains and
Advanced for more than 8 years. He has mentored over ten thousand students and continues mentoring in regular classroom coaching. The
students from his class have made into IIT institutions including ranks in top 100. The main goal of this book is to enhance problem solving
ability in students. Sir is having hope that you would enjoy this journey of learning physics! In case of query, visit www.physicsfactor.com or
WhatsApp to our customer care number +91 7618717227
Progress in Physics, vol. 4/2015 Dec 16 2021 The Journal on Advanced Studies in Theoretical and Experimental Physics, including Related
Themes from Mathematics
The Oxford Solid State Basics Nov 03 2020 This is a first undergraduate textbook in Solid State Physics or Condensed Matter Physics. While
most textbooks on the subject are extremely dry, this book is written to be much more exciting, inspiring, and entertaining.
Progress in Physics, vol. 1/2015 Jul 23 2022 The Journal on Advanced Studies in Theoretical and Experimental Physics, including Related
Themes from Mathematics
Spectral Approach to Transport Problems in Two-Dimensional Disordered Lattices Nov 22 2019 This book introduces the spectral approach to
transport problems in infinite disordered systems characterized by Anderson-type Hamiltonians. The spectral approach determines (with
probability one) the existence of extended states for nonzero disorder in infinite lattices of any dimension and geometry. Here, the author
focuses on the critical 2D case, where previous numerical and experimental results have shown disagreement with theory. Not being based on
scaling theory, the proposed method avoids issues related to boundary conditions and provides an alternative approach to transport problems
where interaction with various types of disorder is considered. Beginning with a general overview of Anderson-type transport problems and their
relevance to physical systems, it goes on to discuss in more detail the most relevant theoretical, numerical, and experimental developments in
this field of research. The mathematical formulation of the innovative spectral approach is introduced together with a physical interpretation and
discussion of its applicability to physical systems, followed by a numerical study of delocalization in the 2D disordered honeycomb, triangular,
and square lattices. Transport in the 2D honeycomb lattice with substitutional disorder is investigated employing a spectral analysis of the
quantum percolation problem. Next, the applicability of the method is extended to the classical regime, with an examination of diffusion of lattice
waves in 2D disordered complex plasma crystals, along with discussion of proposed future developments in the study of complex transport
problems using spectral theory.
Learning and Teaching with Technology in the Knowledge Society Oct 22 2019 This book discusses learning and teaching with modern
technology in the new knowledge society. It focuses specifically on new literacy and technology in classroom environments. Based on a socialconstructivist approach, this book covers a wide range of new technology use examples, such as participatory media, video recording systems
and 3D computer graphics. A case study on a constructivist approach to teaching and learning, especially CSCL (computer supported
collaborative learning), is discussed from a practical perspective for educators. It also includes specific in-class practices with detailed accounts
of curricula featuring readily accessible yet new technology available for classroom use, such as Google Sketchup 3D computer models.
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